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PERSONS WITH IMPAIRED HEARING
UNITED STATES, 1971
Augustine Gentilea
This report
INTRODUCTION
contains data on the age, sex,
race, soci~economic status, and other character-
istics of the hearing-impaired population in the
United States. These data are based on inter-
views conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census during calendar year 1971 for the Health
Interview Survey of the National Center for
Health Statistics.
The resuIts of the survey show that an
estimated 13.2 milhon persons 3 years of age
and over were reported to have an impairment
of hearing in one or both ears. Of this number,
6.4 million (48 percent) ‘were reported to have
some degree of impaired hearing in both ears.
The others are persons who reported hearing
problems with one ear only. Among the 6.4
fllon persons with bilateral hearing problems,
335,000 (5.2 percent) were classified as unable
to hear spoken words; 372,000 (5.8 percent)
were only able to hear some words shouted in
their better ear; 1,740,000 (27.1 percent) could
hear words shouted across a room; and 3,878,000
(60.5 percent) had some difficulty hearing but
could usually hear words spoken in a normal
voice. All of the estimates from this survey are
based on a person’s abflity to hear without the
use of a hearing aid.
Since persons who have good hearing in one
ear can usually function as well as persons with
‘Mr. Gentile was Chief of Survey Methods Branch of
the Division of HesMh Interview Survey and later
Director of the Office of Demographic Studies at
Gallaudet College and is now retired.
normal hearing, this report deals almost entirely
with the segment of the hearing-impaired popu-
lation that reported bilateral hearing problems.
Sections of the questionnaire, defiition~
information, and technical notes on the subject
matter of this report wilI be found in the
sections that follow. A more general description
of the Health Interview Survey, technical notes,
and the most relevant sections of the question-
naire used in the survey are provided in the ap-
pendixes of this report.
SOURCESAND QUALIFICATIONS
OF THE DATA
The information in this report is based on
data collected in a continuing nationwide survey
conducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households in the United
States is visited to obtain information about
health and related characteristics of each mem-
ber of the household. During the 52 weeks in
1971, interviews were conducted in approxi-
mately 44,000 households containing about
134,000 persons king at the time of interview.
A description of the design of the survey, the
methods used in estimation, and generaI qualifi-
cations of the data obtained from the survey are
presented in appendix I. Since the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sarnple of
the population rather than on the entire popula-
tion, they are subject to sampling error. There-
fore, particular attention should be paid to the
section entitled “Reliabfity of Estimates.”
Many of the tables in this report contain cells in
which *e estimate of a given characteristic is
36a. Doe. anyone in the family (you, your --, etc.) NOW have -
If “Yes,” ask b and c
b. Who is this? - Enter name of condition and Iecrer of line where
reported in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C.
c. Does anyone llse have . . . ?
IA. Deafness in oneer both ears? ] YI N
B. Any other trouble hearing with
one or both ears? YN
I C. Ti.ni+.s .x ringing in the ears? IYIN
17a. Does anyone in the family use -
If “Yes,” ask b and c
b. Who is this? Circle person’s number
c. Anyone else?
3. Ahearingaid?. ..Y N . . . . . . . . .
For “hearing aid, ” with no hearing problem reported, ask:
For what condition does he need this?
Enter condition in item C
Figure 1. Questions from which estimates of the hearing-impaired population were derived.
small. When a given estimate or the numerator
or denominator of a rate or percentage is small,
the sampling error may be relatively high. Cells
containing estimates of questionable statistical
reliability (noted by an asterisk *) have been
provided solely for the purpose of allowing
readers to recombine cells in usefti groupings
with greater reliability. Charts of relative sam-
pling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix I.
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Since many of these terms have
specialized meanings for the purpose of this
survey, familiarity with these definitions will
assistin the interpretation of the data.
The most relevant parts of the questionnaire
used in the survey for this report are shown in
appendix III. Estimates of the hearing-impaired
population were derived from questions 36(a),
items A and B, and 37(a), item 3 (figure 1). All
persons for whom a “yes” response was given in
answer to any one of the questions: “Does
anyone in the family now have deafness in one
or both ears?”, “Does anyone in the family now
have any other trouble hearing with one or both
ears?” , and “Does anyone in the family use a
hezring aid?” were recorded as individuals with
hearing problems. The series of questions repro-
duced in figures 2 and 3 were asked for all such
persons. These auestions were askecl to deter-
mine the degree ‘of hearing loss and the age at
onset of the hearing problem.
Because of the nature of the foregoing ques-
tions and the obvious difficulty in eliciting valid
responses to these questions for children under 3
years of age, the data in this report are restricted
to respon~es obtained for pers&s
and over.
CARD H
Which statement best describes your hearing
your LEFT ear (without a hearing oid)?
1. HEARING IS GOOD
2. LITTLE TROUBLE HEARING
3. LOT OF TROUBLE HEARING
4. DEAF
Which statement best describes your heoring
your RIGHT ear (without a hearing aid)?
1, HEARING IS GOOD
2. LITTLE TROUBLE HEARING
3. LOT OF TROUBLE HEARING
4. DEAF
3 years of age
in
in
H~----------
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
!
Figure 2. Questions on Card H, shown to respondent to deter-
mine responses to Questions 39(a) and (b).
2
For each person with an entry of ‘ ‘A,” “ B,”or “37” in C2, ask Q.’s 38-41.
18. Has -- ever used a hxming aid? 38. Y N
1 ,
Pleas. look at this card - (Show Card H)
II
Little Lot of
Good trouble ,muble Deaf
19.. Which .tatem*nf best d-scribes -- ‘s hearing in his LEFT em (without a hearing aid)? 39.. 1 q 20 :3cls 41qs
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ___________ . + ---------
1
1
b. Which statem*nt best describes -- ‘s hearing in his RIGHT lar (without a haaring aid)? I t. In Zn 13ns 4ns
If under 3, go to 41a
10a. (Without a h*aring aid) Con -- “suai IY HEAR AND UNDERSTAND what a person says without
1/
400. Y (41a)
seeing his fat* if that person WHISPERS to him from across a quiet room?
N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -- --------------------
b. (Wftheut ~ h.aring aid) Can -- “*IM [jY HEAR ANO UNDERSTAND what a person says without
11
N/-
seeing his face if that p.rson TALKS IN A NORMAL VOICE to him from across a quiet room?
b. Y (41a)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
~. (Without a h.Qring ~id) can -- usual IY HEAP. AND UNDERSTAND what a persen says without
seaing his foe- if that porsan SHOUTS to him from across a quiti room?
II
c. Y (41b> N
_____________________________________________________________________________ -- - —-----------------
d. (without ~ baring aid) (h --- USWJIIY HEAR AND UNDERSTAND a person if that person
SPEAKS LOUD LY into his better car?
d. Y (4z bj N
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------
. . (wthout a h.aring gid) Can -- usually t.11 th. sound of spg.ch from other sounds and noisas?
11
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --”:------------------Y (41bJ N
f. (Without a hwring aid) Can -- usually t.11 on. kind of nois - from anothsr?
it
f.----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- Y (41bJ N
g. (Without a hearing aid) Can -- hear loud noises? I ,.1 Y (41 bj N (41b)
q At birth
q Less &an 1 year
Ila. How old WQS -- whrn hc began to have trouble hearing?
— I’e.r. old
“~ q DK
b. How old WOS -- when ho btgan to Imv- serious trouble heoring or became deaf?
b. q No trouble
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
Complete Q. 41c from entry in 41a and b or age. If “<DK” in Q.’s 411 and b AND 21 or older, ask:
------------------
a Before 21
c. Was it before or ohm -- ‘s twanty-first birthday?
. . q Ak,r 21 fi?z)
A. c‘S” in BOTH ears in Q. 39? A. -Y N
tTERVIEWEfi
241ECK ITEM
R2
Q.’s 38-41
B. “N” in Q. 40b? “ IIB. t Y N
If “’Y” in A or B fill Hearing Supplement after the intemiew. q Heming SuppIemem
For persons 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking ofl Q.’s 38-41. I n Responded for self-entirely
If persons responded fir self, show whether lntirely or partly. For persons under 19 show who z q Respondedfor s=lf-w~b
responded for them. Person —w.. respcmdem
HEARING
UPPLEMENT
:HECK ITEM Number of supplements_. Enter number here lnd in Item N on Household pmge.
.- .— .
Figure 3. CWstions asked to determine degree of hmring lossand age at onset of the hearing problem.
CLASSIFICATION OF PERSONS WITH these questions has been given in eadier publi-
IMPAIRED HEARING cations from the National Center for Health
Statistics.1~z~3
The ciuestions in fkure 2 are referred to as the
As stated above, all persons for whom an
affirmative response to questions 36a and 37a
was obtained are referred to in this report as
persons with hearing problems. It has been
further noted that in order to give a more
descriptive account of these persons with hear-
ing problems the series of questions shown in
fi&es 2 and 3 was asked. Information about
the development, rationale, and validity of
“seIf-ra~ing scale” an~ for this report were used
primarily to separate the Iarge proportion of
persons who have a hearing problem in only one
ear from those with biIateral hearing problems.
Since for most purposes a person who has a
hearing problem in only one ear can function
like a person with nornd hearing, this report is
mainly ‘concerned witi persons who have bilat-
eral hearing problems. A summary of the re-
3
Table A: Number and percent of persons reportad as having
hearing problems, by rasponsas to the self-rating soda: Unitad
States, 1971
Table B: Number and percent of persons reported as having
bilateral hearing problems, by responses to tha Gallaudet
Scale: United States, 1971
I Number Percentin thousands
Total with hearing problems 13,228 100.0
Total with bilateral hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,414 48.5
Deaf . . . . . . . . . . . . 273 2.1
Alotof trouble hearing . . 1J70 9.6
A little trouble hearing . . . 4371 36.8
Trouble with one ear only . . . . 6,225 47.1
Both earsgood, . . . . . . . . . 336 2.5
Nonresponsa . . . . . . . . . . . 253 1.9
sponses to questions k the self-rating scale is
given in table A.
Table A shows that of the approximately 13
million persons who reported hearing problems,
only about 48 percent (6.4 million) reported
problems with both ears. Problems with OII@
one ear were reported by about 47 percent;
good hearing in both ears was reported by a
little less than 3 percent; and responses were not
obtained for about 2 percent of the total group.
All persons were then asked the series of
questions shown in figure 3, questions 40a
through 40g. These questions are generally
referred to as the “Gallaudet Scale.” A complete
explanation of the development and meaning of
this scale is covered in the publications cited
earlier.1’s In brief, the series of questions that
comprise the Gallaudet Scale was developed for
use in interview surveys to measure, in func-
tional terms, the degree of severity of hearing
loss of persons with impaired hearing. The Scale
was developed initially by Stanley K. Bigman
and was later refined and further developed by
Dr. Jerome D. Schein. Both men were associated
with Gallaudet College at the time of their activ-
ities in developing the Scale.
It can be seen that the questions in the
Gallaudet Scale are arranged in order by antici-
pated difficulty in hearing, ranging from the
ability to hear “a whisper from across a quiet
room” to not being able to “hear loud noises.”
When a “yes” answer is obtained for an item in
the scale, no further questions are asked. Re-
1 Number Percentin thousands
Total with bilateral hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear words spoken in a normal
voice? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear words shouted across a
room . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear words shouted in batter
ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cannot hear any speechz ‘. . . . It6,414 100.03,878 60.51,740 27.1372 5.8335 5.2-.—
Nonresponsa . . . . . . . . . . . 89 1.4
i Includes responses to questions (a) and (b) of Gallaudet
Scale.
z I n“cludes responses to questions (e) through (f) of Gallaudet
Scale.
search indicates that, for most persons, the item
for which the first “yes” is obtained indicates
their maximum ability to hear and understand
speech.~.
A summary of the responses obtained to the
Gallaudet Scale questions for the 6.4 million
persons with bilateral hearing problems is given
in table B. About 61 percent of these persons
indicated that they can usually blear words
spoken in a normal voice across a room (“yes”
responses to the first two scale items). The
remaining 39 percent reported more serious
difficulties that ranged from the ability to hear
shouted speech to no sound perception at all.
OTHER ESTIMATES OF THE HEARING-
IMPAIRED POPULATION
Estimates of the number of persons in the
United States with impaired hearing were pub-
lished by the National Center for Health Statis-
tics in “Characteristics of Persons with Impaired
Hearing: United States, July 1962-June 1963.”1
The estimates and descriptions of the hearing-
irnpaired population contained in the present
report are based on information derived from
household interviews conducted during 1971.
Although the estimates for both time periods
were based on data from the same source, i.e.,
4
Table C: Comparison of estimates of the heering-impaired
population darived from Health Interview Surveys oonduct-
ed in 1971 and July 1962+sne 1963 Unitad States
Impairment
1971 survey
All persons who reported hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with problems in only one ear.
Persons who reported no problems in
response to self-rating scale. , . . .
Parsons who did not respond to
self-rating scale . . . . . . . . . . .
Julv 1962-June 1963 survev
All persons who reported hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with problems in only one ear.
Persons who reported no problems in
response to self-rating scale . . . .
Persons who did not respond to
self-rating scale . . . . . . . . . . .
Number in
thousands
13,228
6,414
6,225
336
253
8,005
4,085
2,470
647
804
Parcent
100.0
48.5
47.1
2.5
1.9
100.0
51.0
30.9
8.1
10.1
the National Health kterview Survev. there
. .
were important differences in the collection
procedures. These differences and their effeet
with respect to comparability of the data from
the two time periods are described below.
A comparison of some of the major categories
of the hearing-impaired population for the two
time periods is shown in table C. The first
notable difference between these two periods is
the large increase in the number of persons with
hearing problems. This increase cannot be attrib-
uted, to any extent, to increases or changes in
the population that occurred between the two
survey periods. Most of the increases were for
persons with less severe hearing losses and were
due to changes in data collection procedures.
During the earlier survey a single question was
asked, “Does anyone in the farrdy have deafness
or SERIOUS trouble hearing with one or both
ears?” In the most recent survey two questions
were asked, “ Does anyone in the family have
deafness in one or both ears?” and “Does anyone
in the family have ANY OTHER TROUBLE
hearing with one or both ears?”b Evidence that
the decision to omit the word “serious” was the
major factor in the increased reporting of
hearing problems in the most recent survey, may
be seen in part in table C, i.e., the huge increase
(3.8 million) in the number of persona with
“problems in only one ear.” Further evidence of
this is seen in table D. AIthough the questions in
the Ga.llaudet Scale are not identical for the two
data collection periods, the increase for the most
recent period derives from an increase in the
numbers of those with a less severe bilateral
bIn addition a small number of cases, not significant
for the purpose of this discussion, were derived horn
persons who responded negatively to these questions but
later reported the use of a hearing aid.
Table D: Number and percent of persons reported as having
bilateral hearing problems for two survey periods by
responses to the Gallaudat Scale: United states
Response
1971 survay
All parsons with bilateral
hearing problems . . . . . . .
Cerr haar speech spoken in a normal
voice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear words shouted across a
room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear words shouted in batter
ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cannot hear any speech . . . . . . .
Nonrasponse . . . . . . . . . . . .
July 1862-June 1963 survey
All parsons w-th bilateral
hearing problems . . . . . . .
Can hear and understand most spoken
words . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can hear and understand a few
spoken words . . . . . . . . . . .
Cannot hear and understand s~kan
words . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonresponsa . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number in
thousands
6,414
3376
1,740
372
335
89
4,085
2,438
736
8%
54
100.0
60.5
27.1
5.8
5.2
1.4
100.0
59.7
18.0
21.0
1.3
5
hearing loss. Because of the changes in data
collection methodology cited above, precise
comparisons between the two sets of data are
not possible.
Other areas to consider in interpreting the
data from this report are estimates of the
hearing-impaired population derived from other
surveys and by other methods. The Health
Examination Survey, also conducted by the
NationaI Center for Health Statistics, has in-
cluded in its program audiological examinations
of representative samples of different age groups
of the United States population. The results of
the examinations conducted among persons
18-79 years of age and persons 6-11 years of age
have been published.4-g Data for persons 12-17
years of age have also now been published.z ~
Pure-tone audiological examinations using the
methods and techniques followed in the Health.
Examination Survey produce objective measure-
ments of an individual’s ability to hear tones at
various frequencies and decibel levels. However,
these data can only be ro~ghly translated into a
functional description of hearing loss such as the
ability to hear and understand spoken words
(the most important handicap for hearing-
impaired persons).
With the examination survey in mind, a
comparison of the audiological data collected in
the Health Examination Survey for persons ages
18-79 and for the data on hearing-impaired
persons coIIected in the 1962-63 HeaIth Inter-
view Survey was made. The results were pub-
Iished in the 1962-63 report of the surveyl and
showed that the data from the two surveys were
not inconsistent. For a better understanding of
the relationship of data for hearing-impaired
persons collected by the two methods referred
to above, it is suggested that the two publica-
tions j 4 referred to be read.
In another publication~ 0 based on data col-
lected by the Health Interview Survey during the
period July 1963-June 1965, it was. estimated
that 8.5 million persons had impaired hearing in
11 Similar methods and essen-one or both ears.
tially the same source questions were used for
both the 1963-65 and 1962-63 survey periods.
Thus, as might be expected, the estimate of
hearing-impaired persons (8.5 million persons)
based on the 1963-65 survey is consistent with
the estimate (8.0 million persons) that was
obtained for the 1962-63 survey. During the
5-year period (1968-73) that the data for this
report were collected, the NationaI Association
of the Deaf conducted a program referred to as
“The National Census of the Deaf” that was
designed to provide estimates and describe the
characteristics of persons with early onset of
severe hearing loss (onset under 21 years of age).
A complete description of the estimating
procedures used by the National Census of the
Deaf can be found in the report of that
project.l 2 For the purpose of this report these
procedures can be summarized as follows: The
Census of the Deaf, for part of its estimates,
utilized tabulations prepared by the Health
Interview Survey based on information collected
during the year 1971. In addition, the Census
estimates incorporated a list of about 100,000
persons who were’ identified as meeting the
Census definition of deafhess. The Iist was
compiled by obtaining from individuals and
organizations, such as associations and schools
for the hearing impaired or hearing clinics, the
names and addresses of individuals with hearing
problems and of those who were associated with
persons with hearing problems. The list was then
refined to remove duplicate names and addresses
and a brief questionnaire which included the
Gallaudet Scale was sent to all persons on the
list. The final list contained 100,000 persons and
was based on ~he responses obtained to the
questionnaire.
In developing its estimates, the Census of the
Deaf applied the following definition of deafness
to both its own list and to the data obtained
horn the Health Interview Survey:
(a) All persons who gave responses to ,tie
self-rating scale indicating that they
had a “lot of trouble hearing” or were
“deaf” in both ears (regardless of their
responses to the Gallaudet Scale).
(b) All persons who indicated a “little
trouble hearing” in their better ear and
who also indicated that they could not
hear and understand any speech ac-.
cording to the GalIaudet Scale.
(c) For those who met the criteria in (a)
and (b), the Census restricted its d;fini-
6
tion to those who reported that their
age at onset of hearing loss was under
19 years of age.
The Health kterview Survey data would
produce an estimate of about 430,000 persons 3
years of age and over who met the Census
defiition described above. Because the Census
utilized another data source - (the list referred to
earlier) in addition to the Health Interview
Survey data, the Census estimate for the same
category of persons is 410,522.
Another source of data about the hearing-
impaired population is the Annual Survey of
Hearing Impaired Children and Youth, a pro-
gram conducted by the Office of Demographic
Studies at Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.
This program collects data on approximately
45,000 of an estimated 55,000 students enrolled
in special elementary and secondary educational
programs for the hearing impaired in the United
States. The Office of Demographic Studies
publishes frequent reports of the data collected
in the “Annual Survey.” These reports contain
demographic, audiological, educational, and
other descriptive information about the students
covered by the program. While no effort has
been made to make direct comparisons of the
data from the Annual Survey and the data in
this report, it may be stated that most of the
students in the Annual Survey program would
be found among persons under 21 years of age
described as “Can only hear shouted speech” or
“Cannot hear any speech” in this report.
A final comment that may be appropriate in
this section is that data from the Health Inter-
view Survey and all other sources referred to
above do not incIude estimates of the hearing-
impaired population in institutions. Data report-
ed for 1964C in “Prevalence of Chronic Con-
ditions and Impairments Among Residents of
Nursing and Personal Care Homes”l 3 shows th:t
104,000 of a total of 554,000 persons in nursing
and personal care homes were reported to have
hearing impairments. As indicated in table E,
even when the age factor is considered, there is a
somewhat higher proportion of hearing-impaired
persons in institutions than in the general popu-
lation.
cData axe also now availabIe for 1969, Series 12, No.
22.
Table E: Numberand paroantof parsonsin the ganaral population and residents of nursing and personal care homes
reported to have hearingimpairmantx UnitedStates,1964
Item
U.S. noninstitutionalizedpopulation . . . . . . . . . .
Personswith bilaterallyimpairedhearingin the
noninstitutionalizadpopulation . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personswith bilaterallyimpairedhearingin the
noninstitutionalizedpopulation . . . . . . . . . . . .
Residentsof nursingand personalcarehomes . . . . . .
Personswith impaired hearing in nursing and
parsonalcarehom~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personswith impaired hearing in nursingand
parsonalcarahomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All was I Under65 65 yearsyearn andover
Number in thousands
191,W 172,253
6,414 3,067
Percent
3.3 1.8
Number in thousands
554 68
104 5
Percent
18.8 7.6
19348
3>7
17.3
488
88
20.3
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF
PERSONS WITH BILATERAL
H EARING LOSS
Selected characteristics of the 6.4 million
persons who were reported to have a bilateral
hearing loss are presented in tables 1-10.
Highlights from these data are summarized and
discussed in this section.
All of the characteristics of the hearing-
impaired population and the comparisons with
the general population discussed in this section
are presented in text tables F through O. The
columns for each of these tables are identiczd in
meaning. They are first, the civilian, noninstitu-
tionalized population of the United States;
second, all persons with a bilateral hearing loss;
third, those with a bilateral hearing loss serious
enough so that at best they can hear and
understand words shout ed into their better ear;
fourth and fifth, the same degrees of bilateral
hearing loss as in the previous two columns for
those who experienced their hearing loss prior to
21 years of age. The percents for all of these five
categories are for persops aged 3 years and over.
In summary, the four categories of bilateral
hearing Ioss derive from crossing two IeveIs of
hearing loss with two categories of age at onset.
Because degree of hearing loss and age at onset
are among the two most basic variables used to
analyze data in the field of hearing impairment,
they are emphasized in the presentation of the
data in this report.
Readers are again cautioned to take into
consideration the large relative sampling errors
associated with many of the cells in tlhese tables
(see “Reliability of Estimates” in appendix I).
Statements in the following sections regarding
statistical significance are based on the use of
the T-test and a 5-percent level of siatificance.
Age
It may be seen from table F that there are
considerable age differences between the general
population and the overall hearing-impaired pop-
ulation. These differences indicate that there are
proportionately fewer persons under 45 years of
age in the hearing-impaired population ( 19.0
percent) than there are in the general population
(68.2 percent). There is a smaller difference in
the proportion of persons ages 45 through 64 in
the general (21.8 percent) and hearing-impaired
populations (28.8 percent), and there is a much
higher percentage of persons ages 65 years and
over in the hearing-impaired population (52.2
percent) than in the general population (10.1
percent). All of the indicated differences are
statistically significant.
These data also indicate that persons with
more severe hearing losses, i.e., “at best can hear
Table F: Percent distribution of persons 3 years of age and over by age, according to U.S. population and four
bilatarel hearing 10sscategories: Unitad States, 1971
Persons with bilateral Persons with bilateral
hearing losses- hearing losses–age at
Us. all onsets onset under 21 years
Age population’
All
At best can At best can
hear some words
All hear some words
persons’
shouted in ear
Parsons*
shouted in ear
Percent distribution
Allagas 3yaarsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
3-14year2 . . . . . . . . ..m. ..m. . . . . . . . 25.0 5.3 5.0 24.7 14.6
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.2 13.7 8.8 36.7 23.0
45&4year3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.8 28.8 19.1 21.2 30.1
65years And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.1 52.2 67.2 17.4 32.2
i All persons 3 years of age and over.
21 ncludes unknown response to Gal Iaudet Scale.
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some words shouted in ear,” (including all
persons who responded “no” to question 40a, b,
c, of the Gallaudet scale, see figure 8), regard-
less of age at onset, are proportionately older
than those with less severe losses. However, the
age Wstribution for hearing-impaired persons
who reported age at onset of hearing loss as
under 21 years is closer to that of the general
population than to that of the other hearing-
impaired group shown in table F. There remains,
however, a significant difference for the age
PUPS 15-4$ years and 65 years and over.
Because of the disparities in the age distribu-
tions of the general population and the hearing-
impaired population, comparisons between these
two groups, without regard to age, should be
generally avoided. Accordingly, in the sections
that follow, most of the comparisons are pre-
sented in terms of age-specific groups.
SEX
Comparisons of the United States population
and the hearing-impaired population by sex for
selected age groups are presented in table G.
The differences in the distribution of the
sexes by age group between the U.S. population,
all hearing-iipaired persons, and the subgroup
of the hearing-impaired population with the
most severe hearing losses, with one exception,
TdJIoG: ~didtid~3ymd~dm~~d-,~i~ti
us. PoPsswm ad folsrbilatad Isaarisl(lI-magddaa: Unitad8tataa,1871
Parsonswith bilateral Personswith bilateral
haaring losses– hawing Imaas-qs at
Ile all onsats onsat undar 21 Years
Age and sax W.u.
population’
All At best oan All At best canhaar soma words
Personsz haar aoma words
ahoutd in ear peraons~ Shouted in ear
I I I I I
Parcant distribution
All ages3 years and ovar
Bottrsexes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1(M.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Maia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48.1
Famla . . . . . . . . ..om. o.. ..a.oo.m
56.8 47.7 55.6
51.8
41.8
41.2 52.3 44.4 56.2
3-16 years
8othsexas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lW.O 100.0 100.0 100.0
Atela . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.9
lm.o
59.1
Farnale . . . . . . . ..m. mm. .mro.omo..
45.9 59.1
48.1
45.9
40.6 54.1 40.6 54.1
17-44 years
Bothsexm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 lW.O
Ma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.0 lm.o 100.0
%mle . . . . . . .. c....... .: ::::::
47.8 64.7 37.3 56.2
52.2
34.6
35.2 62.7 41.6 65.4
45-W years
8othsaxas . . . . . . . . . . . ..t ... .,.
,Mala . . . ..eoocaoo. o.m
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
‘Famla . . . . ..o. cm..... :::::::::
47.5 67.4 46.9
52.5
56.8
32.6
54.2
51.0 43.5 47.2
> 65 yaars and over
I Bothsaxss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 1(no 100.0
Mala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.3 52.6
Female. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.8 43.6
57.7
35.1
47.4 51,2 56.0 66.2
1All permns 3 years of age and ovar.
2Includes unknown rasponse to Gallaudet 8cala.
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are statistically significant. The one exception
occurs in the age group 45-64, in which the
differences in the sex distribution of persons
with the most severe hearing losses and that of
the general population could be due to sampling
error (see table G).
These data also point out another phenome-
non. There are large differences in the distribu-
tion of the hearing-impaired population by sex.
In each of the age groups there are proportion-
ately more males in the total hearing-impaired
population than there are females. However,
among persons with the most severe losses, there
is a higher percentage of females than males. It
should be noted that the comparison here has
been made between persons with the most
seve~e losses and all hearing-impaired persons
which includes those with the most severe losses.
If a comparison was made between those with
severe losses and those with milder losses (in-
stead of all hearing-impaired persons), the differ-
ence in sex distribution noted above would be
even more accentuated.
It should be noted that this is a highly
unusual fiiding for persons with severe hearing
losses! Ordinarily, research in the area of
deafness and serious hearing loss shows equiva-
lent or higher prevalence rates for maIes. Even
taking into account the greater number of
females in the general population, the percent-
ages for serious hearing loss shown in table G are
unusually high for females and low for males.
Place of Residence and Geographic Region
The survey data show that there are differ-
ences in the urban-rural residence patterns of the
hearing-impaired population and the general
population as measured by the categories shown
in table H. It may be seen that a smaller
proportion of hearing-impaired persons than of
the general population resided in the central city
dFor an extensive bibliography on researchin deaf-
ness, see reference 7, the report of the Na.tionaICensus
of the Deaf.
Table H: Percent distribution of persons 3 yeers of age and over by place of residenceand geographic region,
according to U.S. population and four bilateral hearing losscategories: United States, 1971
Place of residence
and geographic region
Place of residence
All residences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SMSA :
Centrality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outside central city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outside SMSA:
Nonfarm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic region
All regions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1All persons 3 years of age and over.
2 Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
Us.
Persons with bilateral
hearing lossas–
all onsets
Persons with bilateral
hearing losses-age at
onset under 21 years
population
All
At best can
All
At best can
hear some words hear some words
personsz
shouted in ear
persons=
shouted in ear
100.0
28.0
35.2
31.7
4.1
100.0
24.0
27.7
31.1
17.2
100.0
24.6
28.4
40.2
5.8
100.0
18.8
28.8
32.8
19.7
‘ercent distributic
100.0
-28.9
30.6
36.5
4.1
100.0
18.7
31.5
30.4
19.4
100.0
24.6
33.5
38.3
3.5
100.0
18.9
28.7
31.5
20.8
100.0
30.1
28.0
40.2
1.6
100.0
is.o -
34.3
26.8
20,9
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(24.6 percent of the hearing impaired and 29.0
percent of the general population) and outside
the central city (29.4 percent of the hearing
impaired and 35.2 percent of the general popula-
tion) of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSA). Conversely there is a higher proportion
of the hearing-impaired population, reIative to
the general poptdation, who live outside stand-
ard metropolitan areas (40.2 percent of the
hearing impaired and 31.7 pprcent of the general
population) and in farm areas (5.8 percent of
the hearing impaired and 4.1 percent of the
general population).
The comparison of the hezqing-impaired pop-
ulation apd the generaI population by geograph-
ic region of residence (table H) reveals that a
lower proportion of the hearing-impaired popu-
lation lives in the Northeast Region of the
country (18.8 percent hearing impaired, 24.0
percent general population) and a higher propor-
tion lives in the West Region (19.7 percent
hearing impaired, 17.2 percent general popula-
tion). The differences between the proportions
of hearing-impaired persons and the general
population residing in the North Central and
South Regions are within the range of sampling
error.
It should be noted that the relationships
indicated above remain the same even when the
difference of the age distribution of the general
population and the hearing-impaired population
are taken into account.
Size of Family
According to the data shown in table J, a
much higher proportion of hearing-impaired
persons (85.2 percent) than of persons in the
general population (63.2 percent) live in a
household that contains four or fewer family
rpembers. To some degree this difference reflects
the fact that older people are more likely to
TsMe J: Percent distribution of ~ns 3 yeerq of ege and over by size of family, limitation of activity, and
telephone service,ascording to U.S. population-and four bilateral hearing losscategories: Unitad States, 1971
Persons with bilateral Personswith bilateral
hearing losses- hearing losses-age at
Size of family, Us. all onsets onset under 21 yearslimitation of activity,
and te~ephone service population
All At best can All At best canhear some words hear some wordspersonsa
shouted in ear personsa *outed in ear
Size of family Percent distribution
All sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Fourpersons orless in family . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.2 85.2 86.8 68.8 77.4
All others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.8 14.8 13.2 30.2 22.6
Limitation of activity
All persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Some limitation of activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.9 49.6 67.9 37.3 89.9
Nolimitation of activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.1 50.4 32.0 62.7 30.1
Telephone sehrice
All persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l(JO.O 100.0 1(XJ.O 100.0 100.0
Pemonswithouttelephonein ~ousehold . . . . . . . 10.0 11.0 16.4 14.6 24.3
Personswith telephonein household . . . . . . . . . 80.0 89.0 83.6 86.4 75.7
1All persons 3 years of age and over.
z Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
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have a hearing loss and to I;ve in a smaller
household. This argument receives added weight
upon consideration of the distribution of hear-
ing-impaired persons with age at onset under 21
years of age by size of family. For these
hearing-impaired persons the age distribution is
more similar to that of the general population
than is the age distribution of all bilaterally
hearing-impaired persons (any age at onset of
hearing loss). The proportion of persons with
onset of hearing loss under 21 years who live in
a family containing four persons or fewer is
closer to the proportion of the general popula-
tion living in this size of family group, but the
difference is still significant.
Limitation of Activity
All respondents in the Health Interview Sur-
vey are asked to what extent, if any, they are
limited in their ability to carry out usual
activities, i.e., unable to carry out their major
activity, limited in the kind or amount of major
activity, or limited in other activities. The
limitation must be due to a chronic condition,
not acute illness or temporary disability from
recent injuries. Since many people in the general
population do not have any chronic illnesses, it
is not surprising that the hearing-impaired popu-
lation reports a considerably higher rate of
limitation of activity than the general popula-
tion (49.6 percent and 12.9 percent, respec-
tively, table J). However, it is noteworthy that
only about half of all hearing-impaired persons
(49.6 percent) and that only about two-thirds of
those with the most severe hearing losses (67.9
percent) report interference with their daily
activities. This suggests that a sizeable propor-
tion of hearing-impaired persons have been able
to adjust their lifestyles to accommodate to the
hearing society in which they live.
Telephone in Household
In recent years, financial assistance from
Federal and other sources has become available
to help provide telegraphic and electronic com-
munication devices for hearing-impaired persons.
Since these devices are used in connection with
telephone equipment, the current utilization of
telephone service by hearingimpaired persons is
of some interest.
As indicated in table J, the proportion of
persons without a telephone in the household is
about the same for the general population (10.0
percent) and the hearing-impaired population
(11.0 percent). Among those with the more
severe hearing losses, the proportion of persons
without a telephone is 16.4 percent. There is
also a small but significant difference in the
percent without a telephone between all hear-
ing-impaired persons (11.0 percent) and hear-
ing-impaired persons for whom the age at onset
of hearing loss was under 21 years of age (14.6
percent).
Family Income
Distribution of persons by family income and
selected age groups are shown in table K. These
distributions show that for each of the age
groups there were more hearing-impaired
persons than persons in the general population
with family income under $5,000. These differ-
ences are about the same for all hearing-impaired
persons and for those whose age at onset of
hearing loss occurred under age 21. While the
data in table K indicate that there were propor-
tionately more persons with the most severe
losses in the under $5,000 income group, the
differences are not, significant.
Table K also shows that within each age group
there were proportionately fewer hearing-
irnpaired persons than persons in the general
population with income over $15,00(11. However,
only the difference for persons 45-64 years of
age is statistically significant.
Years of Completed Education
The survey data shown in table L indicate
that at each age level (ages 17 years and over)
there was a higher percentage c}f hearing-
impaired persons than persons in the general
population who had completed less tlhan 9 years
of education, e.g., for persons 174,4 the esti-
mates are 13.8 percent and 9.1 percent, respec-
tively. These da;a also
smaller percentage of
who had completed
indicate that there was a
hearingimpaired persons
12 or more years of
12
Table K: Percentof persons3 yearsof ageand overby family incomeand aga,accordingto U.S. populationand four
bilateralhearing 10ss categorise: United States, 1871
Family income
and age
Lass than $5,000 family income:
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaarsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$15,000 or more family income:
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaersand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘Al 1persons 3 years of age and over.
a Includes unknown response to Gallaudat Scale.
Persons with bilateral Persons with bilateral
hearing losses- hearing losses-age at
Us. all onsets onset under 21 years
population
All
At best can
AH
At best can
hear some words hear some wordspersonsa
shoutad in aar
Parsonsz
shoutadin ear
15.8
18.3
54.5
18.9
21.1
6.7
education. These findirws are consistent for each
21.1
26.7
60.2
16.6
15.8
6.3
Percant
27.4
34.1
60.6
11.3
9.6
5.5
22.8
22.4
EO.6
12.8
14.3
3.3
29.1
33.3
68.8
12.7
8.3
1.3
WhiIe the data in table L indicate that persons
of the age groups s~own in table L. The with the most severe hearing losses have com-
differences in 12 or more years of education are pleted fewer years of education than the total
most pronounced for persons 45-64 years of age, hearin~-impaired population, it shouId be noted
i.e., 42.7 percent for the hearing-impaired popu- that these differences do not satisfy the require-
Iation and 53.0 percent for the general popula- ments for statistical reliability.
tion.
Table L: Percentof parsons17 yearsof ageand overby educationandssge,accordingto U.S. populationand four
bilateralhearinglosscategories:Unitwl states,1971
Education and age
Less than 9 years of educetion:
17-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 years or mora of education:
1744yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaarsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i All persons 3 years of age and over.
2 Includes unknown response to Gailaudet Scale.
Parsons with bilateral Persons with bilateral
hearing losses– hearing Iosses+ge at
Us. all onsets onsat under 21 years
population
All
At best can
All
At best can
hear some words hear some words
Parsonsa
shoutad in aar
parsons’
shouted in ear
9.1
26.4
52.8
68.5
53.0
29.6
13.8
35.8
59.6
62.8
42.7
24.2
Percent
15.3
45.2
62.5
50.8
31.9
21.5
12.9
32.7
64.4
61.9
44.2
28.5
13.5
43.1
64.9
50.0
22.2
23.4
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Table M: Percent of all persons other than white 3 years of age and over by age, according to U.S. population and four
bilateral hearing losscategories: United States, 1971
Persons with bilateral Persons with bilateral
hearing losses– hearing Iosses+ge at
Us. all onsets onset under 21 years
Age
population
All
At best can
All
At best can
hear some words hear some words
personsz personsz
shouted in ear shouted in ear
Under 45years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaers and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.7
9.6
8.1
11.0
5.9
5.5
Percent
14.6
7.4
5.7
11.8
6.8
3.7
12.4
8.3
5.2
I , 1 I
1All persons 3 years of age and over.
2 Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
Color
Table M shows the proportion of all persons
other than white in the general population and
in the hearing-impaired population. According
to these data, it appears, that there is a lower
proportion of black and other persons among
the hearing impaired. However, only the differ-
ences for the two oldest age groups (45-64 years
and 65 years and over) are statistically signifi-
cant; the differences for persons under 45 years
of age is not.
Again, because of small frequencies, the dif-
ferences between hearing loss groups and age of
onset groups indicated in the table are for the
most part within the range of sampling error.
Living Arrangements
With respect to Iiving arrangements of persons”
45 years of age and over, there is little difference
between the hearing impaired and general popu-
lation for those living alone or with no,nrelative~
For persons under 45 years of age, a slightly
higher proportion of the hearing-impaired popu:
lation was reported to be living alone or with
nonrelative, i.e., 7.3 percent of the hearing
impaired and 4.5 of the general population
(table N). The proportion of hearing-impaired
Table N: Percent of persons 3 years of age and over by living arrangements and age, according to U.S. population and
four bilateral hearing loss categories: United States, 1871
Living arrangements
and age
Living alone or with nonrelatives:
Under 45yaers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not married-living with relatives:
45-64 yeers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.— —
‘ All persons 3 years of age and over.
2 Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
Us.
Persons with bilateral Persons with bilateral
hearing losses– hearing losses-age at
all onsets onsat under 21 years
population
All
At best can
All
At best can
hear some words
persons2
hear some words
shouted in ear
personsz
shouted in ear
4.5
10.2
28.2
10.0
19.3
7.3
11.9
27.6
9.4
22.7
Percent
5.2
15.6
28.8
26.7
30.9
6.8
12.6
36.5
17.0
21.2
5.6
13.9
45.5
30.6
29.9
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persons who live with reIatives but are not
married is about the same as in the general
population (table N). However, a much higher
proportion of persons with severe hearing loss
live with relatives.
UsualActivity
Gozkg to schd.-’hble O shows that there
are no differences between the percent of
hearing-impaired persons (98.0 percent) and
persons in the general population (98.5 percent)
who are under 17 years of age and whose “usual
activity” was reported to be “going to school.”
Among persons 1744 years of age, the propor-
tion of persons in the general population re-
ported as “going to school” (14.1 percent) was
greater than the proportion of hearing-iipaired
persons who were similarly described (9.5 per-
cent).
Keeping house.–The %sual activity” cate-
gory “keeping house” is applicable only to
female respondents. According to the data in
table O there were proportionately fewer hear-
ing-impaired females than females in the generaI
population at all age levels who report their
usual activity as keeping house. The data in table
O also indicate that females with the most severe
hearing Iosses were reported more frequently as
“keeping house” than females with less severe
losses. However, because the estimates on which
the proportions are based were small, the differ-
ences in almost dl cases could have resulted
horn sampling error.
Usually working.–The proportion of persons
whose “usual activity” was reported as “usud.ly
working” is shown in table O. Among persons
17-44 years of age, there were proportionateIy
more hearing-impaired persons (64.1 percent)
than persons in the generzd population (57.9
percent) reported as “uswdly working.” This is
probably due in part to the lower proportion of
the hearing impaired in this age group who are in
school. For persons 45-64 years of age, the
TableO: Persantof persons3 yearsof ageandoverby usualactivitystatusandage.acoordingto U.8. populationand
four bilateralhearinglosssetegorias:UnitedStates,1871
Usuel activity status
and age
Going to school:
Under 17yeers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Keeping house’:
1744yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4564yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Usually working:
17-44 yaers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ratired:
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lJS.
Persons with bilateral
hearing losses-
all onsets
Persons w“th bilateral
hearing losses-age at
onset under 21 years
----
population
AH
At best can
AH
At best can
hear some words hear some words
persons2
shoutedin ear persons2 shoutadin far
=.5
14.1
24.5
28.4
46.7
57.9
64.8
14.6
3.9
33.3
88.0
9.5
18.3
21.0
36.3
64.1
64.3
10.5
9.9
45.6
Percent
84.6
6.8
30.5
39.3
33.1
54.2
48.9
5.3
7.4
47.8
98.0
15.1
20.8
27.2
49.0
55.6
62.6
11.6
6.1
34.0
84.6
6.8
28.8
38.9
57.1
51.8
50.0
5.2
4.2
26.0
i All persons 3 years of age and over.
a Includes unknown responseto Gallaudet Scale.
3 Females only, 17 years of age and over.
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proportion of hearing-impaired persons that
reported “usually working” (64.3 percent) and
that of the general population (64.8 percent)
were about the same.
The proportion of persons classified as “usu-
ally working” among persons 65 years of age
and over was higher for persons in the general
population (14.6 percent) than in the hearing-
impaired population (10.5 percent).
Retired. –Among persons 45-64 years of age
and persons 65 years and over, there was a
higher proportion of hearing-impaired persons
than of persons in the general population who
reported their usual activity as “retired” (table
O). For persons 45-64 years of age, the propor-
tion for the hearing impaired was 9.9 percent
and for the general population, 3.9 percent. In
the 65 years and over age group, 45.6 percent of
the hearing-impaired persons were classified as
“retired” compared with 33.3 percent of the
general population.
SUMMARY
In this report estimates and selected descrip-
tive characteristics of the hearing-impaired popu-
lation have been presented. These data are based
on household interviews conducted throughout
calendar year 1971.
The report focuses on persons with bilateral
hearing problems. The hearing ability of these
persons is described in functional terms and was
determined by use of the Gallaudet Scale. These
persons have also been described by age at onset
of hearing loss, i.e., onset of hearing loss prior to
age 21 and onset of loss at any age.
Selected characteristics of the hearing im-
paired have been compared to the same charac-
teristics in the general population. Comparison
between hearing-impaired persons with the most
severe hearing losses and all hearing-impaired
persons have also been presented.
Notable and significant relationships have
been pointed out between the hearing impaired
and the general population with respect to age,
sex, family income, educational status, race,
place of residence, size of family, living arrange-
ments, usual activity, limitation of activity, and
telephone availability.
One of the major differences was that there
was a higher proportion of persons 65 years of
age and over among hearing-impaired persons
than among the general population. There were
also relatively more males among the total
hearing impaired, but among persons with more
severe hearing losses there were relatively more
females. With respect to income it was found
that there were proportionately moire hearing-,
impaired persons with family incomes under
$5,000 and fewer hearing-impaired persons with
family incomes over $15,000. It was also shown
that hearing-impaired persons complete fewer
years of education than do the general popula-
tion.
Because the proportion of bilaterally hearing-
irnpaired persons in the general population is
small (about 3 percent), many of the estimates
and proportions describing their characteristics
are also small and subject to wide fluctuations
due to sampling variations., An effort has been
made to indicate whether or not differences that
appear in the tables are statistically significant.
However, readers are urged to review “Reliabil-
ity of Estimates “ in appendix I of this report so
that they may be aware of the degree of
reliability and the range of fluctuation of the
estimates in this report. Many of the estimates
contained in the cells of the detailed tables are
too small to be meaningful. However, they have
been provided to permit users of these data to
regroup the data in accordance with their
interest and needs.
—000
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Table 1. Number of persons and number of persons pef 1,000 population for persons 3 years of age and over who reported hearing
problems with onset of hearing loss at any age, by speech comprehension group, sex, and age: United States, 1971
[Data arc bawd on housch.kl intcrvi.ws of the civilian, n.ninstitutionatizcd population. The survey dcsi,sn, general qualifications, nnd information on the rclidJity of the estimates arc :iv.n
in.wcndix L Dcfi. itionsof terms arc ~ivc” in awxndk 111
. . . . .
Persons with bilateral
A3.1 hearing problems
Persons Persons whope;~ reported no
reported At best Can hear Can hear pr%%rns Prc’bl’=s~
hearing can hear wordS wordS in only
response to
Totall words shouted sel~f-.44ingproblems spoken in one ear
shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice
Persons who
did not
respond to
self-rating
scale
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 3 years and over-------
Number in thousands
13,228
905
723
2,118
4,178
5,304
7,451
6,414 I
==!==== 2533,878
24o
148
452
1,262
1,777
2,372
114
*(1:;
46 1:;
135 421
475 1,048
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over--------------------- I
394
214
615
1,845
3,347
3,774
233
141
395
1,244
1,761
2,640
423
462 *(3::
1,377
2,166
1,798 ::
*(27)
*(15)
60
79
72
Male
337 1,021 3>319 176All ages 3 years and over------- 182
,
T
223
[
* 34)
277 * 20)
797
1,191 ii
830 39
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 yeare---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
506
1,%
2,551
2,672
5,777
145
100
310
870
947
1,506
Female
All ages 3 years &d over------- 370 j 719 2,906] 159 71
n3-16 years----------------------------17-24 years---------------------------25-44 years---------------------------45-64 years---------------------------65 years and over---------------------
Both sexes Persons per 1,000 population
All ages 3 years and over------- 33.5 3.7 9.1
3-16 years---------------------------- 7.1 0.7 2.0
17-24 years--------------------------- *(0.5)
25-44 years---------------------------
1.8
45-64 years---------------------------
&:
44.2
65 years and over---------------------
R 1::;
173.0 24.5 54.2
&@
All ages 3 years and over------- 41.0 3.7 Il.1
3-1.6years---------------------------- *(0.6)
17-24 years--------------------------- M *(0.7) *(2:i:
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
17.3 0.6
62.7
65 years and over---------------------
14:9
215.0 2;:: 68.5
W
All ages 3 years and over------- 26.5 3,7 7.2
3-16 years---------------------------- 5.8
17-24 years--------------------------- 5.1 %:;] *(1%
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
*(1.3) 1.8
2;;:
65 years and over--------------------- 142.1 2::: 42::
lIncludes 89,000 persons who did not respond to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent.
will be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000. In general,
398
273
847
1,626
2,632
69.0
160
21;
602
1,586
* (20)
*(4) *(1;
*(33)
2i: H;
:;
142
392
830
*(lo)
*;$:;
*(9)
*(30)
20.2
I I 1.81 ‘“3
32.5
16.2
26.5
44.7
100.0
274.1
80.9
4.3 1.1
5.4 J:: *(1.2) :$:;]
29.0 1.4
3::;
1.3
51.9
91.8 92.9 ::; ::;
17.8
W
128.6
326.2
58.1
*(1.2)
;:;
*(0.6)
2;:: *(1.6) *(0.9)
13.6 34.9 1.6
43.9 60.1
115.6
R
101.3 2:: 5.1
14.5
18.9
34.5
74.1
235.9
the relative standard error
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Table 2. Number of persons and number of persons per 1,000 POPulatiOn for persons 3 years of age and over who reported hearing
problems with cmset of hearing loss under 21 years, by speech couiprehension group, sex, and age: United States, 1971
[Data u. based cm howholcf III: CIVKWSof tbc cwiha., mmhsuwt,<mafi.cdpqxdnti...The$UW.Yd.sk.,g.n.,.lWalific.~0.%a.dinhrm.d.n..thercliabilhyofthecsdmatcsarcgiven
in appendix 1. Dcfimtions of terms me ,c,ivcn in appendix II]
I
Persons with bilateral
hearin= nroblems IAll Persons who ~er~~n~ who
reported no did notproblems in
response to respond to
self-rating self-rating
scale scale
“ who
reported
hearing
problems
Sex and age
in ear a room voice
Number in thousandsBoth sexes
All ages 3 years and Over------- 118 I 52784 I 2,2333,7s9 1,386 239 349
1:;
46
66
78
240 423
132 418
176 702
1:; 512
178
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
905
647
993
823
421
394
195
262
294
241
771
*(13
39
72
77
100 472 1,200195All ages 3 years and cwer------- 2,070
145 223
248
$ 397
259
37 74
* (34) *(i7)
*(16) *(8)
*(lo
~
*(6
*(3 *(5
*(1\
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
506
401
550
:;;
233
129
137
167
105
615
M:
125
128
135
7.2
7.1
7.1
5.5
Ii::
S.4
*(17)
*(9
*(91
*(2?;
139
*(20
*(4
* (30
*(34I
51
W
All ages 3 years and over------- 312 1,033 56 I *(15)1,719
398
247
444
390
241
155
M
3s
37
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
200
170
306
253
104
Persons per 1,000 populationBoth sexes
All ages 3 years and over------- 19.8
16.2
23.7
20.9
;;.~ T
1.2 1.8
2.0
*(O!;; 1.6
0.8 1,0
k: :::
4.1 11.7
1;:$
14.8
12.3
9.2
13.0
4.3
4.s
3.7
:::
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
Male
All ages 3 years and over------- 22.5 1.1/ 2.1 5.1 0.71 0.4
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
*(0.6
I
2.5
*(0.7 *(2.3)
*(0.4 *(1.0)
2.0 *(1.5)
*(3.3) 5.1
1;:?
17.4
13.1
9.0
10.4
1:::
12.4
11.5
9.3
[* 1.2* 1.2
*(0.4
\
W]
*(0.2 *(0:3
*(0.11
17.s
31.2
24.1
21.9
22.0
17.3
1:::
6.0
12::
6.2
5.8
4.6
5.1
1:::
Female
Al1 ages 3 years and over-------
3-16 years----------------------------
17-24 years---------------------------
25-44 years---------------------------
45-64 years---------------------------
65 years and over---------------------
3.1 0.61 *(0.2)
[* 1.01 *(0.4)* 0.6 *(0.2*(0.4 *(0.11*(0.4*(0.114.517.118.117.821.6 3.53.03.0M
1
IIncludes 13,000 persons who did not respond to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimte has a relative standard error of more than 30
8
ercent. In generaljthe relative standard error will
be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,0 0.
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Table 3. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with
onset of hearing loss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehension group,
residence: United States, 1971
geographic region, and place of
[Data arc b~wl tin homchuld intcnicns of the civifhn, m,ninstitutionalkd population. The survey design, general qualifications, and in fwnmtion on tbc reliability of tbc estimates
arc given in appendix 1. Ddinitims (J1 LCMIS m si~cn in wcndl~ III
1 I
Persons with bilateral hearing Persons with bilateral hearing
problams - all onsets problama - onset under 21
II I I II I IUs.
I.%%nl
Geographic region and
place of residence At bestcan hear
words
shouted
in ear 1~=ar Ca:o$d:rshouted spoken inacross a normala room voice At bestcan hearTotalz wordsshoutedin ear -w:r~arshoutedacressa room wm:drspoken ina normalvoiceTotalz II I I
Number in thousandsAll regions
All residences--------
All SMSA--------------------
Central city--------------
Not central city----------
Outside SMSA----------&-----
Nonfarm-------------------
Farm----------------------
Northeast
All residences--------
All SMSA--------------------
Central city--------------
Not central city----------
Ou~o;tsm~SA ----------------
------------------
Farm----------------------
North Central
All residences--------
All SMSA--------------------
Central city--------------
Not central city----------
Outs;dem~SA ----------------
------------------
Farm----------------------
-
All residences--------
All SMSA--------------------
Central city--------------
Not central city----------
Ou~o;~ammSA ----------------
-------------------
Farm----------------------
~
All residences--------
All SMSA--------------------
Central city--------------
Not central city----------
Outside SMSA----------------
Nonfarm-------------------
Farm----------------------
Ill
1,386 239
806 139
341
465 G
580 1:3
531
49 *( 4)
6,414
;>;:;
1;884
2,953
2,578
375
1,205
855
369
487
349
331
*(18)
1,847
891
423
468
956
790
166
2,102
==4== 349 784191,602 707
949 2,035
$3; 935
1,101
791 1,843
703 1,591
87 252
206
1::
143
126
*(17)
457
185
272
328
300
*(28)
1;:,:::
67:428
68,658
60,711
7,947
46,052
420
204
216
287
258
*(29)
132 T262 43189 *(31*(151:: * 16[* 12U *(11*(11) *(2/ 68 151374 ] 68436,096;;,;;;9;9579,565391
53,035
102
%
1
*(2:0
*(2
223
1;:
61
::
*(13)
215
276 462
109 204
167 258
98 222
209
*(;; *(13)
*( 1$;
38
U
* 18
* 15
*(3
39811” 82 99 210
T501
1,084
251 493
110 235
141 258
250 592
210 480
40 111
222 50
104
H
* 25
119 * 25
176 * 32
161 *(32)
*(15) *
*(2%
36
1
*(3:7
*(4
32,477
15,15s
17,319
20,559
16,948
3,611
59,496 T4372:! &116 q* 19229 * 30212 * 29*(18) *(1 116 251545 I 1,31330,23115,23214,99929,26425,8853,380
33,019
877
446
431
1,225
1,069
156
1,261
106
54
1%
100
*(9)
137
212 542
281
1?: 261
332 771
297 661
36 110
i’*(2:6*(31
“ 60
*(%
116
50
1%
126
*(8)
T288 50187 *(24)*(171% *(7101 *(261*(24* (:; *(11 6638U* 18* 20* 28*(26*(11 172321 I 797T210 “5382151% 324111 259102 241*(9) *(18)24,1409,57514,5658,8788,313566 83833949942338835
‘All persons 3 years of age and over.
2Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent. In general, the relative standard
error will be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
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Table 4. Number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with onset of hearing loss
at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehension group, age, and family size: United States, 1971
[Data uc bawd on h<mscholdintcw,ews ,,1 the ciwlun, n,>n,nst,tttti<, nal,zcd population. The sun,cy design, general qualifications., and information m the reliability of the estimates
c qivcn m +pcnd,t 1, De f,nit,om ol terms arc given in appmdix 11]
Us.
popu-
lation
191,602
15,532
38,22?
30,45:
36,977
70,416
47,805
Age and size of family
Persons with bilateral hearing Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets problems - onset under 21
At best Can hear Can hear At best Can hear Can hear
can hear words words can hear
Total*
words words
words shouted spoken in Totalz words shouted spoken in
shouted across a normal shouted acress a normal
in ear a room voice in ear a room voice
Number in thousandsAll ages 3 years and over
All family sizes------ 6,414
1,233
2,638
937
657
951
342
707 1,74C 3,878 239
50
58
?<(3;;
54
35
349
*(28)
85
60
1%
90
1,386
184
284
241
260
418
342
*(6;
?,(26)
107
204
509
784
Unrelated individuals-------
1-2 persons -----------------
3 persons -------------------
4 persons -------------------
5 or more persOns -----------
3-14 years
All family sizes------
163
275
113
63
92
35
292
716
269
194
269
90
qzj
%1
54
181
757
1,607
539
395
581
215
$,(3)
*(11)
72
130
624
103
138
132
157
254
215
Unrelated individuals-------
1-2 persons -----------------
3 persons-------------------
4 persons -------------------
5 or more persOns -----------
15-44 years
All family sizes------
6;:
4,089
11,26C
31,805
82,684
*(1;
*W1
*(18)
55
*W
*(23i
54
114
*(3;
*(11)
1:3
333
Unrelated individuals-------
1-2 persons -----------------
3 persons -------------------
4 persons -------------------
5 or more persOns -----------
45-64 years
All family sizes------
5,800
10,670
15,440
19,393
31,381
41,764
4,252
16,979
8,810
5,519
6,203
19,349
1:?
190
185
316
1,845
$,(5)
$:(7)
* (14)
$~(9)
,:(27)
135
*(5)
*(18)
42
50
67
421
75
lx
123
219
1,262
58
65
123
101
161
294
*(5)
*W
*(8
*(231
72
*(2)
*(lo)
*(31)
*(32)
40
66
49
46
::
99
151
Unrelated individuals-------
1-2 persons -----------------
3 persons-------------------
4 persons-------------------
5 or more persOns -----------
65 years and over
All family sizes------
219
818
350
210
248
3,347
~t(zz)
q3;;
*(15)
*(16)
475
155
573
240
138
156
1,777
*(lo
*(231
*(19)
*(lo)
*,(10)
77
*(3
*(301
*(13)
fc(ll)
*(lo)
78
*(24)
*(3:;
*(24)
*(,31)
85
Unrelated individuals-------
1-2 persons -----------------
3 persons-------------------
4 persons -------------------
5 or more persOns -----------
5,466
9,939
2,114
804
1,026
925
1,713
370
155
184
137
214
65
*(27)
>?(32)
250
516
141
65
75
527
958
156
61
75
88
110
;,(25)
?,(7)
* (lo)
*(2:7
*(10
*(31
*(3)
*(24)
*($
*(3)
*(3)
*(29)
*(3
*(1)
*(4)
IAll persons 3 years of age and over.
2Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent. In general, the relative standard
error will be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
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Table 5. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with onset of
hearing loss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehension group, age, and limitation of activity: United States, 1971
[Damam basedonh.uschohl interview ol the civilian, noninstit”timmkcd p,,pulation. The smwy dcsi~, gmml qudrficatiom, md i“kmmti.n m the rcliabili~ of rhe rstimams arc ‘$vcn
appendix 1. Definitions oi tcnm wc givm in qpmjix II]
Us.
pOpu-
lation’
Persons with bilateral hearing Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets problems - onset under 21
At best Can hear Can hear At best Can hear Can hear
can hear words
T0ta12
speech can hear words speech
words shouted spoken in Tota12 words shouted spoken in
shouted across a normal shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice in ear a room voice
Age and limitation of activity
All ages 3 years and over Number in thousands
1,386 239
517 167
116 *(29)
219 78
183 61
869 72
342 35
88 *(29)
*(6) *(1)
42 *(19)
*(9
2:; *(5)
509 55
168 41
*(23)
58 *(17)
*(23)
3X *(14)
294 72
118 40
* (28) *(8)
58 *(19)
*(32) *(13)
176 *(33)
241 77
143 58
59 *(19)
60 *(23)
*(25) *(16)
97 *(20)
34: 784
201
50
75
5;2
All persons------------------ 191,602
24,687
5,872
12,787
6,027
166,915
47,805
6,414 707 1,740 3,878
With limitation of activity--------
Unable to carry on major
activity------------------------
Limited in amount or kind of
activity------------------------
Limited, but not in nwjor
activity------------------------
Without limitation of activity-----
3,179
1,219
1,433
527
3,235
342
480
192
186
102
226
35
1,006
470
400
136
734
90
1,647
545
819
283
2,231
2L5
l&
3(
6:
4f
202
9(
3-14 years
All persons------------------ 215
With limitation of activity--------
Unable to carry on major
activity------------------------
Limited in amount or kind of
activity------------------------
Limited, but not in major
activiq ------------------------
Without limitation of activity-----
1,456
78
658
720
46,349
82,684
88
*(6)
42
2%
881
*(29)
*(1)
*(19)
*(9)
*(5)
62
*(24)
*(3)
*(11)
*(lo)
66
181
35
* (2)
*(12)
*(21)
180
624
*(24)
*(3)
*(11)
*(lo)
6t
114
35
*(2)
*(12)
*(21)
180
15-44 vears
All persons------------------ 333
6,214
663
3,090
2,460
76,470
41,764
254
42
106
105
627
1,845
43
*(1)
*(17)
*(25)
*(18)
135
66
*(16)
* (23)
*(27)
115
421
142
*(25)
65
4%
1,262
44
*(8)
*(13)
*(23)
70
66
83
*(15)
*(28)
With limitation of activity--------
Unable to carry on major
activity------------------------
Limited in amount or kind of
activity------------------------
Limited, but not in major
activity------------------------
Without limitation of activity-----
45-64 years
All persons------------------ 151
With limitation of activity--------
Unable to carry on major
activity------------------------
Limited in amount or kind of
activity------------------------
Limited, but not in major
activi~------------------------
Without limitation of activity-----
8,553
1,867
4,813
1,873
33,211
19,349
745
199
387
159
1,100
3,347
75
*(17)
*(33)
*(25)
60
475
205
73
95
2::
1,048
455
109
250
8%
1,777
*(30)
*(4)
*(19)
*(7)
36
78
46
*(16)
*(19)
*(12)
105
65 years and over
All persons------------------ 85
With limitation of activity--------
Unable to carry on major
activity------------------------
Limited in amount or kind of
activity------------------------
Limited, but not in major
activity------------------------
Without Iimitatban of activity-----
8,464
3,264
4,227
974
10,885
2,092
972
897
223
1,255
333
173
116
lZ
710
377
271
3%
1,015
409
491
115
762
49
*(21)
*(22)
*(6)
*(29)
36
*(18)
*(15)
*(3)
48
lA1l persons 3 years of age and over.
21ncludes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) fidicates estfite has a relative st~~rd error of mOre t~n 30 percent. In generau the relative standard error will
be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
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Table 6. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with
onset of hearing loss at any age and under 21 years,
States, 1971
by speech comprehend ion group, age, and family income; United
[DatarcbasedonI:uuschold intmwcw of t hc awkm, noninst!tutaon.lr..d population. The survey design, Emma] Qu.lif,ca.tions, ,md in fcmnatw. on the rcliabihtv of the estimates
Age and family income
arc gwcn ,“ appendix 1: De finit,.m of tcrrns ar.’$v~n in ~P&di. II]
Persons with bilateral hearing Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets problems - onset uncler 21
At best C;:rar Can hear At best Can hear Can hear
can hear words can hear
Total*
words words
words shouted spoken in Totalz words shouted
shouted
spoken in
across a normal shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice in ear a room voice
Number in thousandsAll ages 3 yeara and over
All incomes3---------- 191,602
38,765
60,185
46,045
34,435
47,805
6,414 707 1,74( 239
100
::
*(22)
35
349 784
p:;4;:;;:::::::::::::::
,000-$14,999-------------
$15,000 and over------------
3-14 years
All incomes 3----------
2,761
1,697
873
696
342
1:;
H
881
186
290
218
146
1,845
492
610
350
291
3,347
2,:;;
211
210
360
166
77
54
35
791
43(
24:
16:
9(
1,565 397
1,::$ 473
294
472 164
lx
:;
90
;<(16)
*(30)
*(:;
114
*(17)
*(3~;
*(21)
66
200
288
163
100
215 \ 342 215
,
Under $5,000----------------
$5,000-$9,999---------------
$10,000-$14,999-------------
$15,000 and over------------
15-44 years
All incomes3----------
7,432
15,801
13,196
8,663
82,684
13,161
27,224
22,003
15,639
41,764
*(8)
*(6)
f,(13)
*(7)
62
*(16)
*(30)
*(%
181
*(8)
* (6)
* (13)
*(7)
55
*(16)
*(20)
*(lo)
*(7)
72
44
::
*(34)
it
624 509
129 116
205 185
154 118
106 65
333
Under $5,000----------------
$5,000-$9,999---------------
$;;;:;:-!:;’::2;::::::::::::
45-64 years
All income$3----------
*(17
*(211
*(13
*(71
135
*(32)
:;
;<(31)
421
129
135
85
53
1,048
1;;
37
II
1,262 294
307
423 l:!
233
220 42
1,777 241
1,084 146
364
112 #<(l:;
111 *(8)
151
Under $5,000----------------
$5,000-$9,999---------------
$10,000-$14,999-------------
$15,000 and over------------
65 yeaza and over
All incomes3----------
7,628
12,743
9,345
8,833
19,349
::
*(27
*(131
475
*(24
*(2619<(14
*(6J
77
53
*(12
*(61
*(1)
*(12
*(281
*(18)
4<(9)
78
*(29)
*(3:;
*(28)
85
Under $5,000----------------
$5,000-$9,999---------------
$10,000-$14,999-------------
$15,000 and over------------
10,545
4,418
1,500
1,300
288
*(2;;
*(26)
614
208
74
71
*(2;:
*(3)
*(5)
*(2g
*(6)
*(1)
lA1l persons 3 years of age and over.
2Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
3Includes unknown income.
*( ) indicates esti~te has a relative atandard error of more than 30 percent. In general,
error will be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
the relative standard
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Table 7. Total population and number of persons 17 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with
onset of hearing loss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehendion group, age, and education of individual:
United States, 1971
[Data arc bawdonhouseholdintenicwsofthecivilian,no hstkutionahzedpopulation.TheSUnrCYdesign, general qualifications, ond information on the rcli,bili~ of the c,tlmatcs
arc given in appendix 1. DcCmitions of tams arc given in Ippcndix 11]
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets
Age and education
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - onset under 21
At best
can hear
words
shouted
in ear
Can hear
words
shouted
across
a room
Can hear
speech
spoken in
a normal
voice
Can hear
speech
spoken in
a normsl
voice
Totalz
All azes 17 vears and ovex
135,815 6,021]
Number in thousands
KLl education groups--- 1,626
7:!
224
301
121
66
71
158
*(8
*(251
*(30)
*(2:;
*(9)
421
* (6)
Ml
97
*(2:5
*(91
1,048
4====669
3;;
1::
*(2:;
49
:/
*(9)
*(17)
*(9)
*(5)
*(11)
135
J
*(4
*(23)
*(26)
*(13
*4
[1*8
475
3,63[ 992 202
No education---------------
1-8 years------------------
9-11 years-----------------
I-iih school
Y
aduste-------
1-$ years co lege----------
College graduste-----------
Education status unknown---
1,046 133
27,029 2,639
26,111 945
47,466 1,257
17,244 ;;;
1;,;;;
, 185
E
1,48:
62:
831
29~
301
5:
59$
*(1)
&
22f
;:
*(8)
1,262
*(13)
408
249
354
109
118
*(10)
1,777
*(28)
1,006
245
252
109
::
*(24)
26?
192
294
116
*(3:;
457
*(8)
1:;
169
76
*(1;;
294
*(9)
87
59
*(3:;
*(26)
*(9)
241
*(7)
125
*(29)
*(1;;
*(lo
*(9)
*(12)
*(3:!
*(1?;
*(6)
*(22)
52
*(1)
*(6)
*(9)
*(14)
*(7)
*(5)
*(10)
72
*(7) *(3)
119
;; 112
185
*(3:;
*(9) ;;
*(5) *(3)
17-44 years
All education groups--- 911 308
-J@4-1
829
*(11)
103
174
305
113
103
*(20)
No education---------------
1-8 years------------------
9-11 years-----------------
High school graduate-------
1-3 years cOllege----------
College graduate-----------
Education status unknown---
189
6,624
15,538
30,326
11,823
8,994
1,208
*(7)
*(9) 3;
*(19)
1;;
*(1;;
*(3) *(2:;
*(2)
&45-64 yearsAll education groups--- 66I 151
324 *(25)
1;,:;; 636
369
13:936 483
4,101 161
4,o86 143
734 *(28)
*:!$~
*(17)
*(9)
*(6)
*(1)
*(8)
77
*(7)
44
*(4)
*(14
*(41
*(5j
1*(21-*(13
*(20)
*(8)
*(3)
*(2)
*(3)
*(2:;
*(1:?
*(20)
No education---------------
1-8 years------------------
9-11 years-----------------
High school graduate-------
1-3 years cOllege----------
College graduate-----------
Education status unknown---
65 years and over
All education groups--- 19,349I 3,3471 78I 85
533
9,711 1,8;;
2,684 402
3,204 469
1,320 190
1,211 152
687 137
NO education---------------
1-8 years------------------
9-11 years-----------------
Hi h school raduste-------
!ll-~ years co ege----------
College graduate-----------
Education status unknown---
*(32)
266
46
*(2:;
W?
6%
106
146
59
.%
4;
*(7)
*(24)
x
]All persons 3 years of age and over.
2Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative stamdard error of more than 30 percent. In general, the relative stsndard
error will be less than 30 percent when the population estimste is greater than 35,000.
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Table 8. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problams
with onset of hearing loss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehension group, age, and race: United
States, 1971
[l)afaarcbased on household interwcws of the civilian, noninstitutionakcd population. The SUIVCYde,i~. general qualifi=tions, and informationonthereliabilityof the csti.
mates arc dven m appendix L Definhionsoftcnnsaregiveninappendix11]
I i I
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets
Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - onset under 21
II I IU.S.
pOpu-
lationl
At best CarIhear Can hear
can hear wordS
Totalz
speech
words shouted spoken in
shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice
At best C;r~ar Can hear
can hear speech
Tota12 word S shouted spoken in
shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice
Age and race
II I I
All ages 3 years
over
“d H
All races-------- 191,602 6,414
White------------------ 1~~,~~$ 5,986
Negro------------------ 384
Other------------------ 2;118 45
Number in thousands
707
656
*(1$
35
1,740
1,623
110
*(7)
90
3,878
3,630
222
*(26)
215
1,386
1,257
115
*(14)
342
784
721
*(:;
215
218 306
*(14
1 -
43
*(7
35 90
3-14 years
All races--------
l---+
47,805 342
White------------------ 40,267 287
Negro------------------ 6,954
Other------------------ 584 *(2;
*(29)
*(3)
*(2)
62
*(;;
*(6)
135
*(2::
181
161
*(18)
*(1)
421
189
*(25)
*(1)
624
575
*(:;
1,262
287
*(:;
509
464
*(;;
294
189
*(25)
*(1)
333
308
*(24)
*(1)
151
15-4f+years
All races--------
l---+
82,684 881
White------------------ 72,395 801
Negro------------------ 9>198
other------------------ 1>091 *(1:?
I
55 114
145-64 years
-t=
72 66
*(:; * ($’
All races--------
m
41,764 1,845
White------------------ 37,737 1,736
Negro------------------ 3,698 101
Other------------------ 328 *(8)
126
*(lo)
475
393
*(25)
*(3)
1,04s
1,194
*(;;
1,777
274
*(18)
*(2)
241
143
*(6)
*(2)
85
*(;;
*(1)
65 years and over
I I I
77 78All rac~s----..--- F_t19,349 3,347White------------------ 17,774 3,162Negro------------------ 1,460 166Other------------------ 115 *(19) 448*(25)*(2) 1,672*(1:; 232*(7)*(1)1,000*(g
lAll persons 3 years of age and over.
‘Includes unknown response to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent. In general,the relative stand-
ard error wi 11 be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
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Table 9. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with onset of
he&ing loss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehension group, age, and living arrangements: United States,
[fhtam bxscd on h<,.sch&l intcrwmm U[ the avili.n, .c,ninstitutiun.li.cd population. TIICsurveydcsi~, gm.ral q..bfic.tions, md information cm the rclt.,brl,t, uf the crtim.rcs arc .iw-.
Us.
lXn 1
Persons with bilateral hearing Persons with bilateral hearing
problems - all onsets problems - onset under 21
Age and living arrangements At best
c~~r %& c~shr
At best C$r~r Can hear
Totalz
can hear speech
spoken in Totalz words
shouted
shouted spoken in
across a normal shouted across a normal
in ear a room voice in ear a room voice
All ages 3 years and over
All arrangements-------------
Number in thousands
191>60:
12,34C
3,192
92,6??
83,394
47,805
9
7
47,78;
82,684
6,414 707 1,74( 3,87t 1,386
TT
239 349 784
*(22)
*(:; *(6) *(1?;
91 143 321
98 178 361
L+v;ng alone-----------------------
Llvzng with nonrelatives-..--......
Liv~ng with relatives.married.-..-.
Living with relatives.other--------
3-14 years
All arrangements-------------
1,115
118
3,663
1,519
342
34;
881
142
*(21)
307
236
35
3;
62
26:
*(25;
95:
49:
9(
9;
181
691
2,3;;
764
215
15:
*(29)
55E
644
342 35 I 90 I 215
Living alone--.-...................
Living with nonrelatives...........
Living with relatives-msrried.-...-
Living with relatives.other--------
15-44 years
All arrangements.............
21;
624
*(2;;
398
151
1,262
34;
509
41
*(17)
249
201
294
*(34)
*(3)
207
50
241
79
*(8)
102
51
3; 9i 21;
55 114 333
Living alone.......................
Living with nonrelatives..........-
Living with relatives-married.-...-
Living with relatives-other.-.-....
45-64 years
All arrangements-------------
3>525
2,274
49,193
27>692
41,764
*(2ff
549
243
1,845
*(5)
.
*(1:;
135
*(3)
*(2)
105
71
421
*(5) *(34)
*(15)
%;; ‘(i
167
116
72 66 151
I I
Living alone.......................
Living with nonrelatives-----------
Living with relatives-married......
Living with reIatives-other-..-.-.-
65 years and over
All arrangements-------------
3,742
510
33,338
4,174
19,349
193
*(26)
1,452
174
3,347
*(;?
348
35
1,048
135
*(20)
1,009
99
1,777
500
*(27)
951
299
*(8) *(3) *(23
*(2) *(1
40
1
111
*(22) * (:$ *(16)
77 7s 85
Living alone.-.--....-......-------
Living with nonrelatives-----------
Living with relatives.married------
Living with relatives-other--------
5,064
402
lg,;M$
854
1,6:;
760
119
*(18)
191
147
229
*(21)
500
298
*(31) *(19) *(29)
*(4) *(5)
[
* 20)
* 23) *(1:; *(1:;
1All persons 3 years of age and over.
2 Includes unknown response to Galluadet Scale.
*( ) indicates estimate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent. In general,
will be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
the relative standard error
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Table 10. Total population and number of persons 3 years of age and over who reported bilateral hearing problems with onset of
hearing 10Ss at any age and under 21 years, by speech comprehendion group, age, and usual activity status: United States, 1971
[D.tam bw.don lho.whokl i.tcrvwws of tbc avilim, mmnstnt.ti.n.li.cd population. The WWCY design, gctmal q..tificd.w md informationonthercliab!lityofthe stimatesarcgiven
m append,.L Definitionsoftermswc!vvcnm appcndx11]
I Persons with bilateral hearing I Persons with bilateral hearingproblems - all onsets problems - onset under 21
I II I I
Age and usual activity status
Us.
pOpu-
lation’
Totalz
At best
can hear
words
shouted
in ear
Can hear
words
shouted
across
a room
Can hear
speech
spoken in
a normal
voice
All ages 3 years and over
All activity groups----------
Number in thousands
707
2%
123
237
80
1,740 3,s7s 1,3S6 239
II
349 784
I I
T134 297469 1,031414 1,;:;566151 160*(6) * (1)114 240School age (includes preschool,3-16 years)-----------------------Usually keeping house (female)-----Usually working--------------------Retired (45 years and over)--------Other------------------------------Urlknow’n ---------------------------- 65,529 47939,255 1,75673,211 2,069S,0S9 1,7075,261 398257 *(7) 456293467100*(:?394 39 123 287124& ;[$ 300*(3!;* (1)3-16 yearsAll activity groups---------- 55,786/ 394 37 37 I 1141 240
School age (i.ncludeepreschool,
3-16 years)-----------------------
Usually keeping house (female)-----
Usually working--------------------
Retired (45 years and over)--------
Other------------------------------
Unknown----------------------------
54,922 386
60
39 *(1;
110 23935 386
*(1;
...
*(6)
457
35 I 110I 239
-1 -1 -1
-1 *(1) * (1)
*(3j ““”
. . .
*(3)
52 91 30s
t
. . .
761 ““”*(6)
4-
74,703 829
10,506
1S,288 1;;
43,287 531
...
2,462 “it
159 *(I)
. . .
*(3)
. . .
1-
...
*(3)
158 599
17-44 years
All activity groups---------- 59
School age (includes preschool,
3-16 years)-----------------------
Usually keeping house (ferode)-----
Usually working--------------------
Retired (45 years and over)--------
O#lll;----------------------------
----------------------------
*(15
*(341
91
...
*(16
*(11
69
2;2
...
*(?;
294
. . .
45
45-64 years
All activity groups----------
--1--172 66 15141,764 1,845 135
t
421 1,262
*(6) * (1)
246
2:: 857
51 118
*(:; *(;;
School age (includes preschool,
3-16 years)-----------------------
Usually keeping house (female)-----
Usually working--------------------
Retired (45 years and over)--------
Other------------------------------
Unknown----------------------------
*(7)
11,s:: 38S
27,052 1,186
1,640 1s2
1,057
63 *(Y
184
Wi
241
11;
*(28)
82
*(13)
J--l*(28j *(24j *(26j108:~ ~[ j*(12*(577 7s 855366*(lo*(6165 years and overAll activity groups---------- 19,349 3,347 475 T-1,048 1,777*(3)355 ‘j:51? 76977* (?;School age (includes preschool,3-16 years)-----------------------Usually keeping house (female)-----Usually working--------------------Retired (45 years and over)--------Other------------------------------Unknown----------------------------T *(7);,;: 1,21635C6;449 1,525981 24630 *(3) 157*(25)22767 *(34-*(3 * 10[~ *(1$* 31*(s) *(3 *(1)
1
IAll persons 3 years of age and over.
2Inclu~es-unknown r~sponse to Gallaudet Scale.
*( ) lndzcates estmate has a relative standard error of more than 30 percent.
be less than 30 percent when the population estimate is greater than 35,000.
ln general, the relative standard error will
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APPENDIX i
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based cm infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tab&lated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during 1971.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or “services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
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Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where ,addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 8,000 segments containing 57,000 as-
signed households, of which 11,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 46,000 eligible oc-
cupied households yield a probability sample of
about 134,000 persons in 44,000 interviewed
households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published14as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design15 and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey .16
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved:
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
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2.
3.
4.
to
of
by
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustment. –The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factc,r which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
Firs: -stage ratio adjustment. —Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1960
populations within six color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color.–The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
the civilian, noninstitutionalizedl population
age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted; each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments c,r number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
General Qualifications
iVonresponse.-Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household which was not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. The
total noninterview rate, the ratio of the total
noninterviewed eligible households to the total
eIigible households, was 3.6 percent, including a
1.1 -percent refusal rate with the remainder pri-
marily due to the failure to find an eligible re-
spondent at home after repeated czdls.
The interview process.–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the timek of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of nurnbers.-The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, ahhough these
are not necessarilyy accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population figures. -Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sarnpIe, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are ako sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible, .
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures. Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. Thl; ;~ults have been published in several
reports. -
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
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difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2?42times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percmage of the estimate. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxi-
mations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow rarzge.-This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular in-
come group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single indi-
vidual during the reference period used in data
collection will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide mnge.-This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
defined as:
Type A.
Type B
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Statistics on prevalence and incidence
for which the period of reference in the
questionnaire is 12 months.
Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C. Statistics - for which the reference pe-
riod is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error appli-
cable to data contained in this report are
presented.
General rules for determining relative sam-
pling errors.–The “guide” on page 34, to-
gether with the following rules, will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stan-
dard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report.
Rule 1,
Rule 2.
Rule 3.
Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
t a in e d from appropriate curves on
page 35. The number of’ persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: ReIative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on page 36. For values which
do not fall on one of the Curves pre-
sented in the chart, visual interpolation
will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
cludes all ,persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the chart P4AN-M. Rates
Rule 4.
per 1,000, or pn any other base, must
first be converted to rates per 100; then
the percentage chart will provide the
relative standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a)
(b)
Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the reIative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
ce dure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d= X1–.Yq
.
is
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
v~* are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula wilI
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the ap- (1)
propnate curve to be used in estimating the rela- ber
tive standard error of the statistic described. The the
four components of each code describe the sta- (4)
A = aggregate, P = percentage; (2) the num-
of calendar quarters of data collection; (3)
type, of statistic as described on plage 32; and
the range of the statistic as described on
tistic as fchlows: page 32. -
Characteristic
Number of:
Persons in the U.S. population or any age-sex category thereof .... ... .
Persons in any other population group .. ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . . .... .. ... .... ... .
Hearing-impaired persons . .. . ..... .. ... .... .. .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. .... .. .. .... .... . ..... . ..
Prevalence per 1,000 persons ... .. .... . .... ... ... ...... .. .. .... .. .... ... .. .. ..... . ... ..... .. .
Percentage of hearing impaired persons .. . . ..... .... . ... .... . ...... . ... ... .. ... ..... .. .
Use:
Rule Code On page
Not subject to sampling error
1
1
3
2 L
A4AN 35
A4AN 35
P4AN-M 36
P4AN-M 36
34
Reldive standard errorq for aggregates based on four quartersof data collection
for da-k of all types and -s
1
3
$4
8
$4
al
!
m
$
38
100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code:A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or
2,000,000).
a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
For a Wide range Type B statistic (code:A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 ~cent of 6,000,000).
35
RelativeStanaDa errors for percentages based on four quarters of data cflectdon
for typsA data,Narrowand lkdiumrange
(Easeof percentageshownon curvesh mUUone)
Estimatedpercentage
Exampleor use of cmrt: An estimateof 20 percent(onscaleat bottomof chart)based on
an est-te of 10,000,000 bas a relative standard errorof 3.2 percent (readfrm the
sceLeat the Left sideof the chart),the pofitat whichthe curvefor a base of 10)000,000
intersectsthe verticalltie for 20 percent. The standaraerrorh percentagepoints is
equal.to 20 pement x 3.2 peroentor 0.64percentagepotits.
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APPENDIX II
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Con dit ion.–A morbidity condition, * or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “iIlness-recaU” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medicaI1y attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
‘nternationul Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States,22 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Chronic condition.–A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is ane of the conditions listed below
which are always considered chronic regardless
of the date of onset.
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
Allergy, any
Arthritis or rheumatism
Asthma
Cancer
Cleft palate
Club foot
Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hardening of the arteries
Hay fever
Heart trouble
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hernia or rupture
High blood pressure
Kidney stones
Mental illness
Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses
Sinus trouble, repeated attacks of
Speech defect, any
Stomach ulcer
Stroke
Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
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Terms Relating to Disability
Chronic activity limitation. –Persons axe
classified into four categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as will be
seen in the following descriptions of the four
categories:
1.
2.
Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their gToup (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job o; business.
Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
ablity to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
sch 001 attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
3.
4.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwise limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
i,n participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Co~or.–The population is divided into two
color groups, “white” and “all other. ” “All
other” includes Negro, American Indian, Chi-
nese, Japanese, and any other race. Mexican per-
sons are included with “white” unless definitely
known to be Indian or of another race.
Income of family or of unrelated
individuals. —Each member of a family is classi-
fied according to the total income of the family
~f which he is a member. Within the household
all persons related to each other by blood, mar-
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riage, or adoption constitute a fam~y. Unrelated
individuals are classified according to their own
income.
The income recorded is the total of all in-
come received by members of the family (or by
an unrelated individual) in the 12-month period
preceding the week of inter+iew. Income from
all sources is included, e.g., wages, salaries, rents
from property, pensions, and help from rela-
tives.
Education,–The categories of education
status show the years of school completed. Only
years cornplete,d in regular schools, where per-
sons are given a fornd education, are included.
A “regular” school is one which advances a per-
son toward an elementary or high school
diploma or a college, university, or professional
school degree. Thus education in vocational,
trade, or business schools outside the regular
school system is not counted in determining the,
highest grade of school completed.
Education of head of family or of unrelated
indivt”duals.-Each member of a family is classi-
fied according to. the education of the head of
the family of which he is a member. Within the
household all pimsons related to, each other by
blood, marriage, or adoption constitute a family.
Unrelated individuals are classified according to
their own education.
Usual activity .–All persons in the popula-
tion are classified according to their usual activ-
ity during the 12-month period prior to the
week of interview. The “usual” activity, in case
more than one is reported, is the one at which
the person spent the most time during the
12-month period. Children under 6 years of age
are classified as “preschool.” All persons aged
6-16 years are classifmd as “school age.”
The categories of usual activity used in
this report for persons aged 17 years and over
are usua!ly working, usually going to school,
usually keeping house, retired, and other activi-
ty. For several reasons these categories are not
comparable with somewhat similarly named cat-
egories in official Federal labor force statistics.
First, the responses concerning usual activity are
accepted witho~t detailed questioning since the
objective of the question is not to estimate the
\
numbers of persons in labor force categories but
to identify ‘crudely certain populatio-n groups
which may have differing health problems. Sec-
ond, the figures represent the usual activity sta-
tus over the period of an entire year, whereas
official, labor force statistics relate to a much
shorter period, usually 1 week. Third, the mini-
mum age for usually working persons is 17 in
the Health Interview Survey, and the official la-
bor force categories include all persons aged 14
or older. Finally, in the definitions of specific
categories which follow, certain marginal groups
are classified differently to simplify procedures.
Usually working includes persons 17 years of age
or older who are paid em Ioyees; self-employed
\in their own business, pro ession, or in farming;
or unpaid employees in a family business or
farm. Work around the house or volunteer or un-
paid work such as for a church is not counted as
working.
Usually going to school includes persons 17
years of age or older whose major activity is
going to school.
Usually keeping house includes female persons
17 years of age or older whose major activity is
described as “keeping house” and who cannot
be classified as ‘:working.”
Retired includes persons 45 years old and over
who consider themselves to be retired. In case of
doubt, a person 45 years of age or older is
counted as retired if he or she has either volun-
tarily, or involuntarily stopped working, is not
looking for work, and is not described as “keep-
ing house.” A retired person may or may not be
able to work.
Other activity includes aIl persons 17 years of
age or older not classified as “working,” “re-
tired,” or “going to school,” and females 17
years of age or older not classified as “keeping
house.”
Geographic re~”on.–For the purpose of
classifying the population by geographic area,
the States are grouped into four regions. These
regions, which correspond to those used by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, are shown in
figure I.
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Re,q”on
Northeast. . .
North Central .
South . . . .
West . . . .
States Included
Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
I Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
North Dakota, South
Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska
Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia,
Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Texas, Tenncsscc,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma
Montana, Idaho, \Vyomin~,
Colorndo, New hflcxico,
Arizona, Utah, N’evada,
Washington, Alaska, Oregon,
C:dilornia, Hawaii
Figure1.
Place of residence. –The place of residence
of a member of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
bopul:tion k classified as inside a standard met.
ropohtan statistical area (SMSA) or outside an
SlbiSA and either farm or nonfarm.
Stunchd metropolitan statistical areas. –The def-
initions and titles of SMSA’S are established by
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget with
the advice of the Federal Committee on Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. There were
212 SMSA’S defined for the 1960 decennial
census..
The definition of an individual SMSA involves
two considerations: first, a city or cities of speci-
fied population which constit&e the centrd-cit y
tand~de”ntifythe county in which it is located as
the central county; second, economic arid social
relationships with contiguous counties (except
in New England) which are metropolitan in char-
1
acter so that the periphery of the specific metro
politan area maybe determined. SMSA’S are not
limited by State boundaries. In New England
SMSA’S consist of towns and cities, rather than
counties. The metropolitan population in this re.
port is baaed on SMSA’S as defined in the 1960
census and does not include any subsequent ad-
ditions or changes.
Central cities.–Each SMSA must include at least
one central city. The complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. If only one
central city is designated, then it must have
50,000 inhabitants or more. The area title may
include, in addition to the largest city, up to two
city names on the basis and in the order of the
following criteria: (1) the additional city has at
least 250,000 inhabitants or (2) the additional
city has a population of one-third or more of
that of the largest city and a minimum popu-
lation of 25,000. An exception occurs where
two cities have contiguous boundaries and con-
stitute, for economic and social pu~oses, a
single community of at least 50,000, the smaller
of which must have a population of at least
15,000.
Farm and nonfarm residence.–The population
residing outsid~ SMSA’s is subdivide-d into the
farm population, which comprises all non-SMSA
reside-ntsliving on farms, and the nonfarm popu-
lation, which comprises the remaining outside
SMSA population. The farm population includes
persons living on places of 10 acres or more
from which sales of farm products amounted to
$50 or more during the previous 12 months or
on places of less than 10 acres from which sales
of farm products amounted to $250 or more
during the preceding 12 months. Other persons
living outside an SMSA were classified as non-
farm if their household paid rent for the house
but their rent did not include any land used for
farming.
Sales of farm products refer to the gross receipts
from the sale of field crops, vegetables, fruits,
nuts, livestock and livestock products (milk,
wool, etc.), poultry and poultry products, and
nursery and forest products produced on the
place and sold at any time during the preceding
12 months.
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RELEVANT
APPENDIX Ill
QUESTiONS FROM THE 1971 QUESTIONNAIRE
23cI. What was -- doing most of the post 12 months - (For males): working or doing something else?
If “something eIse,” ask. (For females): keeping house, working, or doing &- ‘ n ““’king (28a)
Ages b. What was -- doing? something else? .& 2 q Keeping house (28b)
17+ If 4>+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house, ” or “going to S~OOl, ” ask: 3 ~ Recked, h.alch (27)
1C.IS -- retired?d. If ‘<Retired,” ask Did he retire because of his health?--------- --------------- ~------------------------- ~ -------------------------------------2&. What was -- doing most of the past 12 months - go]ng to school or do,ng something else?If “something else, ” ask:~A~:6 b. What was -- doing?___--- _—- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- I4 q R=tird other (z7)5 q G0in8 co schOOL(30)6 q 17+ somerhing else (27]7 n 6-16 somerhing else (29),-- _____________________
Ages 0 q 1-5 yrs. (25)
under 6 0 U Under 1 (26)
!5a. Is -- able to take part at all in ordinaiy play with other chi Idren? 25a. ~
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------- 1 N (32)
b. 1s he limited in the kind of play he can do because of his heolth? b. 2 Y (32)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
N----- ---- ---------------------
c. Is he limited in the amount of play because of his health? c. 2 Y (32) N (31)
?6a. Is -- limited in any way because of his health? 2bc. Y s N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
b. In what way is he limited?
---- —----------------
b. (32)
!79. Does -- hea Ith now keep him from working? 27a. 1 Y (32)__ N
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is he limited in”the kind of work he could do because of his health? ~_:j:-[32J N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------
c. Is he limited in the CWTIOUWof work he could do because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other ac;iuities because of his health?
28a. Does -- NOW have a iob?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. In terms of health, is -- NOW able to(work - keep house) at .11?
-------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C. Is he limited in the kind of(work - houseu,ork) he can do because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
d. Is he limited in the amount of(work - housework) ke can do because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
e. Is he limited in tke kind or amount of other activities because of his heolth?
29. In terms of health would -- be able to go to school?
30.. Does (would) -- hove to go to a certain type of school because of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------- .. ------- —---------------
b. Is he (would he be) limit-d in school attendance because of his h-lth?
-___ -_-_ -_-___ -_-_ --__ ---_ ----- __--- _______ --_ ---- ____ -- __ -------------- _-- _ ----_---=
c. Is he limited in the kind or anzouzt of other activities because of his health?
310. Is -- limited in ANY WAY because of o disability or health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. (n what wav is he limited? Record Iimicacion. not condition.
1=
C. 21’ (32) N
--- ---------------------
d. 3 Y (32) N (31)
28a. Y (28c) N
--- ---------------------
b.1’ 9 N (32)
--- ---------------------
c. 2 Y (32) N
--- ---------------------
d. Y (32) N--- ---------------------
. . Y (32) N (3I)
29. Y 1 N (32)
304 Y (32J N
b.1
I(been limited in --32a. About how long ha S he ) 000 q Less than 1 monthbeen unable to -- 32..had to go to . certain type of school? 1_MOs. 2 _Yrs.
--------— ------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
b. What (other) condition causes this Iimitotion? b. ‘----EXSr-cX;:Z; X------item C andask c
If ‘“old age” onIy, ask: Is this Imitation caused by any specific condition? q Old age Only (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ----------------N -----
c. Is this limitation caused by any other condition?
. Y (Reask
b and c)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---------------------
Mark box or ask: n Only 1 condition
d. Which of these conditions would you say is the MAIN cause of his limitation? d. Enrcr main condition
16a. Does anyone in the family (you, your --- Rfc. ) Now hay= - A. Deafness in one or both ears? Y N
If “Yes,” ask b and C B. Any other trouble hearing with
one or both ears? Y N
b. Who is this? - Enter name of condicicm and letter of line where
reported in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C. C. Tinnit.s or ringing in the ears? Y N
c. Does anyone elke have . . . ?
D. Blindness in one or both eyes? Y N
E. Cataracts? Y N
F. Glaucoma? Y N
Does anyone in the family NOW have . . . ? If “Yes,” ask b and c
M. A missing finger, hand, or arm, toe,
Color blindness? Y N foot, or leg?
S. Any TROUBLE with fallen
Y N arches or flatfeet? Y N
A detached retina or any other
condition of the retina? Y N N. A missing (breast), kidney, or lung? Y N T. A clubfoot? Y N
Any other trouble seeing with one or both U. Pcrmnnent stiffness or any deformity
eyes even when wearing glasses? Y N O. Palsy or cerebral palsy? Y N of the back, foot, or leg? Y N
V. Permanent stiffness or any deformity
A cleft plate or harelip? Y N P. Paralysis of any kind? Y N of the fingers , hand, or arm? Y N
Stammering or stuttering? Y N Q. Curvature of the spine? Y N W. MentaI retardation? Y N
X. Any, .onditi!n..a.sed by an old
Any other speech defect? Y N R. REPEATED trouble with back or spine? Y N ~~:&~*:;~~~.at is th. co.di+ion? Y N
I. Ooes anyone in the family use - I. Contact lenses?. .y N . . . . . . ...1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
If “Yes,” ask b and c
t.Who is this? Circle person’s number 2. Eyeglasses? . . ..Y N . . . . . . . . .
12345678910
. Anyone else?
3. Ahearingaid?. ..Y N . . . . . . . ..l 2345678910
For “hearing aid, ” with no heasing problem reported, aslc
For what condition does ha need this?
Enter condition in item C
42
RI For persons 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking of) Q.’s 5-37. I q Responded for self-entirely
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 19 show who responded
Q.’, 5-37 for them.
z U R=POnded for self-p~r,k
Person _ was re.mmdcm
!
I I
For each person with an entry of “A, “ ‘“B,”or “37” in C2, ask Q.’s 3s-41.
38. Has -- ever used a hearing aid? 38.
I
Please look at this card - (Show Card H)
39a. Which statement best describes -- ‘s hearing in his LEFT ear (without a hearing aid)?
1
39.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _.
b. Which statern.nt best describ.s -- ‘s hearing in his RIGHT l or (without a hearing aid)? h
If under 3, go to 41a
40.. (Without a hearing aid) Can -- usually HEAR AND UNDERSTAND what a parson says without
seeing his fnce if thnt person WHISPERS to him from across a quiet room?
I
400.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- _-
b. (Without o h.aring aid) Can -- usually HEAR AND UNDERSTAND what a person says without
seeing his fat. if that person TALKS IN A NORhfAL VOICE to him from across a quiet room?
h
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _.
. . (Without a he.,i.g aid) C.. -- usually HEAR AND UNDERSTAND what c person say. without
se-ing his face if that parson SHOUTS to him from across o quiet mom?
1
c,
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
d. (Without o h*a,i.g aid) Can -- usually HEAR AND UNDERSTAND a person if that person
SPEAKS LOUDLY into his bettw ear?
1
d.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___
. . (without a h.aring aid) Con -- usually tell the sound of sp+.ch from other sounds and noises?
/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --”:
f. (Without a hmring aid) Con -- usually telI one kind of noise from another?
i
f.------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------- ---
g. (Without a hearing aid) Can -- htar loud noises? 9.
I
$Ia. How old was -- when he began to hava trouble hearing? 41g
b. How old was -- when h- btgan to have serious troubla hearing or b-came deaf?
i
b.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
Complete Q. 41c ftom entry in 41a and b or age. If “DK’> in Q.’s 41a and b AND 21 or older, ask:
c. Was it baler. or aftar -- ‘s twmty-first birthday? c.
A. “S” in BOTH ears in Q. 39? A,
tfTERVIEWER B. “<N” in Q. 40b? B,
CHECK ITEM
If ‘“Y” in A or B fill Hearing Supplement after the interview.
Y N
Liulc Lot O{
Good cm”ble >roubk Deaf
lo Zu 43ms 4D:
____ ----- +----. __-._,
Y (41a) N
------------------
Y (41a) ./’
------------------ .
Y (41 b) N
-------------------
Y (41 b) N
------------------
Y (41b) N
------------------
Y (41b) N------------------
Y (41 b) N (41b)
q At birth
a Less chnnI year
— year..old
q DK
D No trouble
------------------
D Before 21
q After 21 (N)
FY ?4Y N
q Hearing S.pplcmeM
R2 For persons 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking ofl Q.’s 38-41. 1 q Responded for Seli-,m,rely
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 19 show who z n Responded {or self-prtly
Q.’. 38-41 responded for them. P.m.” —was msrm.dent
1
HEARING
UPPLEMENT
:HECK ITEM Num~r of supplement—. Enter number here and in Item N on Household page.
000
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES
Formerly Public Health Service Publication No, 1000
Seriesl. Programs and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and itsoffices anddi}isions, &tacolle~ion methods used, definitions, nd
other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series2. Data Euak.zatiorzand Jiethods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including exper-
imental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series3. Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carry ing the analysis further than the expository types of reportsin the other series.
Series4. Documents and Committee Reports .–Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data from the Health Interniew Surve~. –Statistics on illness ; accidental injuries; disability; use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other serwces; and other health-related topics, based on data collected in
a continuing national household interview survey.
Series 11. Data fro m the Health Examination Survey .–Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional ized population provide the basis for two types of
reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological char-
acteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an
explicit finite universe of persons.
Smies 12. Datu from the Institutionalized Population Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Series 13. Datu on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Series 14. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic dis-
tribution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on Mortality. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records, based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Mamiage, and Diz~orce.–Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special amdyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records, based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data from the Arational Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Series 23. Data from the NationaC Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and dis-
solution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey
of a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 1544 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Eranch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HRA
Rockville, Md. 20852
*
